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ABSTRACT
Purpose: The aim of this research is the development
of the position and trajectory tracking control of the
ball and plate system (BPS) control scheme using the
double feedback loop structure i.e. a loop within a
loop.
Design/Methodology/Approach: For an effective
design of the BPS, the double loop system was
adopted. The inner loop was designed using linear
algebraic method by solving a set of Diophantine
equations, while the outer loop was designed using
linear quadratic Gaussian (LQG) controller.
Simulation was done in MATLAB/SIMULINK
2017a environment.
Findings: From the simulation results, it showed that
the plate was stabilized at 0.3546 seconds, and the
ball was able to settle at 1.5075 seconds, when given
a circular trajectory of radius 0.4m, with an angular
frequency of 1.33 rad/sec, with a trajectory tracking
error of 0.0112m, which shows that the controller
have strong robustness, adaptability and high control
performance for the BPS.
Research Limitation: The backlash effect of the DC
motor actuator was not considered in designing the
inner loop controller.
Originality/Value: The contribution of this research
work is the design of the BPS using the double
feedback loop structure, i.e. a loop within a loop,
using linear algebraic method by solving a set of
Diophantine equation for the inner loop, and linear
quadratic Gaussian (LQG) controller for the outer
loop.
Keywords: Ball and plate system (BPS), linear
algebraic method, Diophantine equation, linear
quadratic Gaussian (LQG) controller.
Paper Type: Research paper

1 Introduction
Balancing systems is one of the very popular; and
challenging test platforms in the field of control
engineering. Example of these systems include
double and multiple inverted pendulums, the ball and
beam system and the traditional cart-pole system
(Mohajerin et al., 2010). The ball and plate system
(BPS), consists of a ball that can roll easily on a
horizontal flat plate. The ball is required to track a
desired path by adjusting the angle of tilt of the plate
with respect to two mutually perpendicular directions
(Roy et al., 2016b). The motion of the ball in the BPS
has four degrees of freedom (DOF), but it is only
controlled by just two actuating inputs. This implies
under-actuation (Das & Roy, 2017), and it is an open
loop unstable system, in which the ball’s position
becomes unbounded whenever the plate is tilted
around either its x-axis or y-axis (Farooq et al.,
2013), which poses a challenge for modelling and
control (Roy et al., 2016b). The BPS is generalization
of the ball and beam benchmark system (Moarref et
al., 2008).
However, the BPS is a more complex system
than the traditional ball and beam system due to its
coupling of multivariable. This under-actuated
system has two actuators, and it gets stabilized by the
two control inputs (Ghiasi & Jafari, 2012). The BPS
finds application in areas like humanoid robot,
satellite control, unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) and
rocket system (Mukherjee et al., 2002) in the field of
path planning, trajectory tracking and friction
compensation (Oriolo & Vendittelli, 2005).
A servo system controller which consists of two
servo motors, and a motor controller card is used for
the tilt of the angle of the plate. However, an
intelligent vision system from a CCD camera is used
for measuring the ball on the plate (Dong et al.,
2009a; Dong et al., 2011).
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The control of motion of the BPS, is to control
the position of the ball on the plate for both
stabilization, and also path trajectory tracking. The
plate’s slope can be controlled in two perpendicular
directions, so that the angle of tilt of the plate along
the x-y axis will allow the movement of the ball on
the plate (Dong et al., 2009b; Dong et al., 2011).
However, various control techniques have been
used in recent years for the ball and plate system. A
controller design for two electro-mechanical ball and
plate systems based on classical and modern theories
was presented by Knuplež et al., (2003). Ker et al.,
(2007) proposed back-stepping control design based
on Lyapunov stability theory. The system was
constructed using two magnetic suspension actuators
for two DOF controls. Various conditions of dynamic
operation which include oscillatory stabilization and
circular trajectory tracking were tested to prove the
system’s performance and capability.
Lin et al., (2014) designed a controller, which
also confirmed the BPS stability by using a loop
shaping technique that is based on Normalized Right
Coprime Factors (NRCF) perturbation technique, in
which the familiar lead-lag series compensation
technique were originally designed to find the suitable
pre- and post- compensators as the weighting
functions to guarantee the BPS time domain
performance requirements. Debono & Bugeja, (2015)
proposed and examined the application of sliding
mode control (SMC) to the control problem of the ball
and plate. The linear full-state feedback controller
was compared with the SMC, and the performance
between the SMC and linear full-state feedback
controller was tested experimentally on a designed
and constructed physical test bed that was meant for
the purpose of the research.
However, a unique motion controller, based on
the evolved lookup tables has been developed by
Beckerleg & Hogg, (2016) to move a ball on a setpoint on a typical BPS, in order to overcome the
problem of under-actuation, instability and
nonlinearity, which is attributed to the BPS. Roy et
al., (2016a) proposed the design of a cascaded SMC
for the ball’s position contro1 in a BPS. The
efficiency of the proposed controller was also tested
through simulation analysis, in which the ball was
allowed to follow a circular and square path
trajectories. However, the chattering effect was found
to be within the acceptable limit.
One of the most effective control schemes for the
BPS is the design of the double feedback loop
structure, i.e. a loop within a loop. The inner loop
works as dc motor servo position controller, while the
outer loop control’s the position of the ball (Liu &
Liang, 2010).

In this paper, the ball and plate is considered as
a double feedback loop structure for position and
trajectory control. The inner feedback loop will be
designed based on linear algebraic method, by
solving a set of Diophantine equations, while the
outer loop will be designed using linear quadratic
Gaussian (LQG) controller, which is one of the robust
controllers.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 introduces the mathematical modelling of
the BPS, while section 3 discusses the design of the
controllers. Also, section 4 displays the simulation
results of the trajectory tracking and finally, the
conclusion is presented in section 5.
2 Mathematical Model of the Ball and Plate
System
Figure 1 shows a typical laboratory model of the BPS
by Humusoft

Figure 1: The Ball and Plate System (BPS) by
Humusoft, (2012a)
Figure 2 Shows the schematic model diagram of
the BPS.

Figure 2: The Schematic model of the BPS
The plate rotates about the x-axis and y-axis in
two perpendicular directions. The kinematic
differential equations of the BPS are derived using
the Euler-Lagrange equation, that is given as follows
(Kassem et al., 2015; Morales et al., 2017; Yıldız &
Gören-Sümer, 2017):
d T T V


 Qi
(1)
dt qi qi qi
Whrere
the
i th -direction
qi represents
coordinate; T represents the kinetic energy of the
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velocity and acceleration along the x-axis; y  m s 

system; V and Q represents the potential energy and
the composite force respectively.
The BPS can be simplified into a system of
particle that is made up of two rigid bodies; the
geometry of the plate has a limits in translation along
x, y and z-axis. It also has a geometry limit in rotation
about its z-axis. The plate has two DOF in rotation
about the x and y-axis. The ball’s geometry has a
limit in translation along the z-axis. It also has two
DOF along the x and y-axis respectively. The BPS
system model has four degrees of freedom (DOF), in
which the generalized coordinates are (Hongrui et al.,
2008; Hussein et al., 2017):
q1  x , q2  y , q3   , q4   .
The total kinetic energy of the BPS is given as:

T  Tball  Tplate



the y-axis;   rad  and   rad sec  gives the plate
deflection angle, and angular velocity along x-axis;

  rad  and   rad sec  gives the plate deflection
angle and angular velocity along y-axis; and  x  Nm 
and  y  Nm  gives the torques on the plate in the x

and y-axis.
Equations (7) and (8) describes the ball’s
movement on the plate; they also shows how the
effect of the ball’s acceleration relies on the plate’s
angular deflection and its angular velocity. However,
equations (9) and (10) describes how the dynamics of
the plate’s deflection rely on the external forces
driving it, and the ball’s position (Duan et al., 2009).
Considering the state variable assignment of the BPS
(Fan et al., 2004):

(2)
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And the mathematical equation of the BPS is
given as:

Jb 
2
(7)
 mb  R 2  x  mb x    mb y  mb g sin   0
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m x

2

b

m y
b

2

2





 mb  xy  xy    mb gx cos    x

 J b  J Py   2mb yy  mb xy
 mb  xy  xy   mb gy cos    y



(9)

(10)

mb  kg  represents the mass of the ball,



J b kgm2 is the rotational moment of inertia of the
ball,





J Px kgm2 and

Rb  m are the rotational

moment of inertia of the plate and the radius of the

ball; x  m  and y  m  gives the position of the ball
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 X 
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mb
B
(14)

Jb 
 mb  2 
Rb 

In the steady state, the plate should be at a
position that is horizontal, where both the inclination
angles of the x and y-axis are equal to zero. If the
inclination angle of the plate does not have much
change, i.e. 50 , then, the sine function can be
substituted by its argument (Fabregas et al., 2017).
The mathematical model of the BPS can be
simplified and decomposed into x and y-axis as:

 mb x  mb g sin   0 (8)

 J b  J Px   2mb xx  mb xy 



And the state space equation of the BPS is as
follows (Fan et al., 2004):

The potential energies of the BPS along the x
and y-axis is given as:
(5)
Vx  mb gx sin 
(6)
Vy  mb gy sin 

 



X   x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 , x5 , x6 , x7 , x8   x, x,  ,  , y, y,  , 
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and y m s 2 gives the velocity and acceleration along
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along the x and y-axis; x  m s  and x m s are the
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(15)
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3 Controller Design
3.1 Determination of the Actuator Parameters
The actuator with a permanent DC motor is
considered in the inner loop design. Also, the
relationship between  L and ea is given as
(Golnaraghi & Kuo, 2010):
Kt

0.105



(18)
0.47005s 2  421.113s 


4
0.2234
2.49 x10
(19)


s  s  895.89 
s
3.2 Determination of the Actuator Parameters
The two-port parameter configuration was used in the
design of the inner loop. To find the value of o , a
step response is required, which could settle in 0.4
seconds. From the Humusoft ball and plate system
manual, through simulation, o  20 rad secs was
found to give the steady state response. The ITAE
optimal overall transfer function with zero position
error of the system, which is G0  s  is (Chen, 1995):
ea

G0  s  

0 2
s 2  1.40 s  0 2

(20)

An additional gain of 494 was provided to limit
the step response using a preamplifier. G0  s  is
implemented as shown in Figure 3 using the two-port
configuration.
p

N1
N2

L

 TL (17)
ea  J eq La s 3   J eq Ra  Deq La  s 2   Deq Ra  K t K e  s 



The parameters of the DC motors are derived
based on the requirements of the load torque, the
speed of the motor, and the moment of inertia. This
is given in Table 1.

r

L s





A1 s




u

G  s

y

M  s

Table 1: BPS System Parameters (Humusoft,
2012b)
S/N Description Symbol
Unit
Value
kg
m
1
Mass of the
0.11
ball
m
2
Radius of the
R
0.02
ball
3
Dimension
0.16
lxb
m2
of the plate
(square)
4
Mass
0.5
J Px, y
kgm 2
moment of
inertia of the
plate
5
Mass
Jb
kgm 2 1.76e-5
moment of
inertia of the
ball
m s
6
Maximum
0.04
velocity of
the ball

Figure 3: Two-Port Parameter Configuration
Where L  s  , M  s  and
A s  are the
polynomials that defines the compensator, p which
is the input disturbance. Solving the Diophantine
equation, the compensator and the DC motor actuator
has the following values (Umar, 2017):
(21)
A s   28  s
M  s   3252  s
L  s   3252

(22)
(23)

3.3 Linear Quadratic Gaussian (LQG) Control
Linear quadratic Gaussian (LQG) control is also
considered a robust control method because in the
LGQ, the state output equations are considered
explicitly. However, the quantitative information on
the noise is taken into consideration in the controller
design (Dingyu et al., 2007). Given the plant state
space equation which is given as (Umar, 2017):
(24)
x  t   Ax  t   Bu t     t 
(25)
y  t   Cx t    t 

v

Equation (17) is given as (Umar, 2017):
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  t  is the random noises in the state equation

The symmetrical semi-positive-definite matrix
should satisfy the algebraic Riccatti equation (ARE),
which is also given in equation (32)
(32)
AT Pc  Pc A  Pc BR1BT Pc  M T QM  0
In the LQG optimal control problem, it was
observed that the optimal estimation and the optimal
control problem could be solved separately; this is the
well-known separation principle. In the design of the
LQG controller, the state estimator is designed first,
then the estimated state is used as if the states were
accurately quantifiable for the LQR state feedback
controller design.
The optimization criterion is given as (Dingyu et
al., 2007):
 t f
 Q Nc   x  
J  lim E   xT uT   T
(33)
   dt 
0
t f 
R  u  
 Nc

Normally, N c can be chosen as a zero matrix,

and   t  is the output measurements. Assuming that
  t  and   t  to be the zero mean Gaussian random
process which has a covariance matrix that is given
as (Dingyu et al., 2007):
E   t   T  t     0, E   t  T  t     0 (26)




E  x ,





which is the mean value of x , E  xxT  , is

the covariance matrix of the zero mean Gaussian
signal x . However,   t  and   t  are the random
signals which are also assumed to be mutually
independent (Dingyu et al., 2007. This is written as:
(27)
E   t   T  t   0



Also, using a Kalman filter, the states can be
optimally approximated, rather than using an
observer. An optimal state estimation x̂  t  , in which
the covariance E  x  xˆ  x  xˆ T  is minimized, and


Q and R are the weighted matrices; Q is semipositive-definite, and R is positive-definite (Jafari et
al., 2012). The state feedback matrix is:- K c , and
Kalman filter gain matrix is K f which were both



also, the signal is estimated, x̂  t  is also used as a
replacement of the actual state variables in a way that
the problem can be adjusted to suit the LQ optimal
control problem. The Kalman filter gain matrix is
written as (Dingyu et al., 2007):
(28)
K f  Pf C T 1

obtained from the well-known separation principle.
The dynamic equation of the Kalman filter is written
as (Dingyu et al., 2007):
(34)
xˆ  Axˆ  Bu  K f  y  Cxˆ  Du 

In which Pf satisfies the algebraic Riccatti

The observer based LQG controller can be
written as (Dingyu et al., 2007):
 A  K f C  BK c  K f DK c K f 
Gc  s   
(35)
Kc
0 


equation (ARE), which is also written as (Dingyu et
al., 2007):
(29)
Pf AT  APf  Pf C T 1CPf  T  0
Pf which is also a symmetrical semi-positive-

definite matrix Pf  Pf T  0 . When the optimal filter

4 Results of the Simulation
The following simulation results were obtained from
MATLAB 2017a software.

signal x̂  t  , is obtained, the LQG compensator can be
represented in a block diagram as given in Figure 4.

Figure 4: LQG Control Structure

The optimal control u t  is given as:
u  t   Kc xˆ  t 

(30)

Also, the optimal state feedback matrix K c is written
as:
(31)
K c  R 1 B T Pc

Figure 5: Step Response of the Actuator
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R  0.1
  7e  03
  1e  04

4.1 Inner Loop Design
The step response of the actuator is shown in Figure
5. Table 2 shows the properties of the actuator.
Table 2: Properties of the Actuator
System Response
Value
Settling Time (sec) 0.2989
Overshoot (%)
4.5989

The step response of the LQG controller is given
in Figure 7.

From Table 2, the settling time of the actuator is
0.2989 seconds, which shows that the plate will settle
before 0.4 seconds that was set for it. However, the
actuator:- U  s  due to a step input should not exceed
the rated DC motor voltage of the actuator, which is
75V. Figure 6 shows the step response of the actuator
with open parameters (rated power and voltage) of
the DC motor.

Fig 7: Step Response of the LQG Controller
From Figure 7, the properties of the LQG
controller is given in Table 4.
Table 4: Properties of the LQG Controller
LQG Controller System Response
Value
Settling Time (sec)
1.5075
Overshoot (%)
33.4996
Table IV shows that the LQG controller
stabilized the ball at 1.5075 seconds, with an
overshoot of 33.4996%. This shows a good
indication of tracking the ball on the desired path on
the plate.
A circular trajectory of radius 0.4m, and a
sinusoidal
reference
input
signal
of
x  0.4 1  cos t  and y  0.4 sin t  were taken
into consideration, and were used to demonstrate the
trajectory tracking performance of the ball. The
angular frequency of the sinusoidal reference signal
used was 1.33 rad/sec. This is shown in Figure 8.
The ball was allowed to track a circular
trajectory of 0.46 rad/sec at a complete revolution of
13.6 seconds. When the speed was increased to 0.8
rad/sec, at a complete revolution of 8 seconds, the
trajectory tracking error increased.
However, it was observed that using the LQG
controller, the steady state tracking error of the ball is
0.0112m, which shows that the ball was able to track
the circular reference signal with a trajectory tracking
error of 0.0112m.

Figure 6: Step Response of the Actautor with
Open Parameters
From Figure 6, the plate stabilized at 0.3546
seconds. Also, the peak voltage is 74.56V, which is
closer to the rated voltage of 75V. From this, it shows
that a proper inner loop design of the DC motor
actuator has the properties, that are given in Table 3.
Table 3: Properties of the Actuator with Open
Parameters
Actuator System Response
Value
Settling Time (sec)
Peak Voltage (V)

0.3546
74.5631

4.2 Outer Loop Design
The parameters of the LQG controller are:
50 0 0 0 
 0 1 0 0

Q
 0 0 50 0 


 0 0 0 0
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5 Conclusion
The position and trajectory tracking control of the
BPS using a double feedback loop structure i.e. a loop
within a loop has been proposed. The inner loop was
designed using linear algebraic method via solving a
set of Diophantine equation, while the outer loop was
designed using LQG controller. The results of the
simulation shows that the controllers has strong
robustness, adaptability and high control
performance for the BPS. However, future research
work will consider incorporating artificial intelligent
techniques with the controllers for optimal path
trajectory tracking of the ball on the plate.
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type of infrastructure-less network that is made
up of mobile nodes. Due to node mobility, the
network topology dynamically changes which
poses a challenge in finding an efficient routing
protocol for routing packets (Mohammed et al.,
2016). In addition, MANET nodes are selforganized and without a central coordinator,
hence node intelligence is needed to manage
communication between networks devices as
packet overhead is possible (Ahmad et al., 2015).
Energy aware MANET is aimed at improving the
network lifetime of nodes in addition to the
network throughput (Mohammed et al., 2016).
AODV is a reactive routing protocol that
searches for routes on demand. It makes use of
control packets which includes the route request
packets (RREQ), route error packet (RREQ) and
HELLO packets (Ahmad et al., 2015). AODV
routing protocol can possibly suffer from
overhead in the network due to the flooding of
packets in the whole network area. Figure 1
shows the transmission process for AODV.

ABSTRACT
Purpose: This paper presents the development
of a Throughput and Lifetime efficient routing
protocol TLE-AODV for energy-aware routing in
MANET. TLE-AODV is an improvement on the
existing Energy-aware Ad-hoc On Demand
Distance Vector routing protocol E-AODV.
Methodology: The problem of selecting energy
efficient route with limited bottlenecks at
intermediate nodes was modeled as the knapsack
optimization problem. Based on this problem,
every node in the given network evaluates their
current processing state (CS). The efficiency of a
route discovery process majorly affects the
scalability of a routing protocol.
Findings: Simulation results showed that
Throughput and Lifetime efficient Ad-hoc Ondemand Distance Vector Routing (TLE-AODV)
improved the throughput and network lifetime of
MANET as compared to E-AODV. Future
research is focused on improving the end-to-end
delay of MANET using TLE-AODV as routing
protocol.
Practical Implication: In applying TLE-AODV
routing protocol, it should be noted that all
network nodes should have a predefined initial
energy and buffer size in order to ensure
efficient routing of packets.
Originality: An efficient location Aided Routing
(eLAR) protocol using a Time-to-Live (TTL)
threshold value was used to locate nodes and to
define packet hop limits.
Keywords: Hop-limit, CS, MANET, TLE-AODV,
Energy Aware, Route discovery.
Paper Type: Research paper

Fig 1: Transmission process in AODV
(Reena and Shilpa, 2014)
Location Aided Routing (LAR) is a
type of position based routing protocol that
restricts the search area where control
packets are sent during route search (Ko and
Vaidya, 2000). This restriction is done by
the creation of request region and the
expected region. The unique nature of this
protocol helps in mitigating overhead in a

1 Introduction
A wireless network is defined as a type of
network where nodes or network devices are
connected to each other wirelessly (Ahmad et al.,
2015). Wireless networks are majorly classified
as infrastructure or infrastructure-less (ad-hoc)
networks (Aggarwal et al., 2014). MANET is a
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transmitting network (Joshi et al., 2017).
The LAR protocol is shown in figure 2.

Fig 2: Location Aided Routing (Gupta and Gupta, 2011)
The hop limit field or the TTL value is used
to restrict the number of hops that a packet is
allowed to transit in a network. Knapsack
problem is defined as a problem in combinatorial
optimization that makes use of dynamic
programming (DP) in computing its solution
(Ahmad et al., 2016). DP is defined as a method
that is used for solving optimization problem.
The major idea behind DP is to compute the
solutions and store the solution in a table so that
they can be reused. The knapsack problem is a
problem that is aimed at obtaining an optimal
output from a computed set of input values
(Mohammad et al., 2016). The general idea of the
knapsack problem is concerned with the selection
of items with best benefits or value to
accommodate a fixed size of a knapsack or
specifically in the buffer of a node (Ahmad et al.,
2016). These items may have different sizes and
benefits. Hence the challenge of selecting items
with best values and still not greater than the
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fixed size of the buffer defines the concept of the
knapsacks problem.
This paper introduces the development of a
Throughput and Lifetime efficient routing
protocol TLE-AODV for energy aware routing in
MANET using the concept of the knapsack
problem. TLE-AODV is an improvement on the
existing Energy aware routing protocol EAODV. The challenge of choosing an energy
efficient route with limited bottleneck
neighboring nodes was modeled as the knapsack
optimization problem. Based on the knapsack
optimization problem, every node in the given
network evaluates their current processing state
(CS). An efficient location Aided Routing
(eLAR) protocol using a Time-to- Live (TTL)
threshold value was developed to locate nodes
and to define packet hop limits.

mitigating the network performance in terms of
throughput and lifetime.
Patil and Gaikwad (2015) developed a
system that hybridizes topology based routing
and position based routing protocols in MANET.
The proposed work hybridized routing features
from AODV and LAR protocols for the mobile
nodes in MANET targeted towards mitigating
packet
collision
and
reducing
energy
consumption during packet transmission. The
proposed system suggest that only a single
source is allowed to communicate with an
intermediary node at a giving time not minding
the possibility that the current neighbor node
may have the capacity to process data from
various sources by putting into consideration its
energy and buffer size. Therefore, the developed
system introduces source delay, low throughput
and energy consumption. This is because other
sources who attempt to transmit via a common
neighbor node may have to wait till the network
is sensed free or to be in an idle state.
Gopinath, et al. (2012) proposed an OnDemand Based Energy Efficient Routing
Protocol (ODBEERP).The aim of the proposed
protocol was to discover the minimum powerlimitation route. The work also proposed a more
accurate analysis to track energy computation
due to various factors and improved the
performance during path discovery and in
mobility scenarios. The result of the work
showed that the ODBEERP achieved good
throughput, less delay, high packet delivery ratio
and good energy efficiency than the standard
AODV routing protocol. The drawback of this
work is that it did not consider the energy that is
consumed during constant update of routing
table in AODV routing protocol as adopted in
their work and hence more energy is consumed
by the route search protocol during route search
process. Thus, there is a possibility of increased
latency during route search that would in turn
reduce the network throughput and lifetime.
Bindra, et al. (2013) presents a scheme that
investigates the effect of TTL increment on
AODV routing protocol. The scheme was
employed to analyze the route search process in
AODV routing protocol with the aim of
mitigating
network
overhead
during
communication. By using the network diameter
as a base, a variety of TTL parameters were
randomly chosen in the work. Simulation was
carried using OPNET 14.5 to check the
performance of the new scheme. Simulation
result showed that performance of AODV

2 Review of Related Work
Suri et al. (2011) proposed a framework to
provide Quality of Service (QoS) with the help
of location aware environment called LBPAR.
This work, unlike the basic routing protocols like
LAR or AODV considered various parameters
like bandwidth requirement and battery life of all
the intermediate nodes on a path to destination.
The proposed Location Based Power Aware
Routing (LBPAR) protocol used location
information to minimize the Request Zone to
reach the destination node. LBPAR used the
concept of slope of line, which was used to
minimize the search area and also the number of
calculations which in turn increased the battery
life. However, the minimization of the request
zone can also lead to routing overhead if there is
no specified limit of number of hops for the
propagation of RREQ packet as observed in their
work. This implies that the absence of a
threshold for number of hop counts can lead to
congestion in a confined region (Route request
region) especially when all the nodes are
transmitting in the network. This can result into
more overhead and thus forming a bottleneck at
the nodes which would in turn deplete the node
energy. This can lead to low network throughput
and a reduced network lifetime.
Mangai and Tamilarasi (2011) evaluated an
Improved Location aided Cluster based Routing
Protocol (ILCRP) for Global Positioning System
(GPS) enabled MANETs which was an
improvement to the AODV routing protocol. The
work examined metrics such as end-to-end
delay, control overhead and packet delivery
ratio. The results of the proposed scheme was
seen to perform better than GPS free as well as
GPS scarce MANETs because the proposed
scheme formed stable clusters containing
members that remained within their associated
clusters for a longer period of time despite the
targeted system having node speeds exceeding
normal MANET scenarios. However, this work
did not consider the residual energy of the
cluster head. Because at lower energy, the time
of processing a packet will be increased hence
affecting the transmission time of packets which
resulted into delay and extra node energy
consumption within the created cluster.
Additionally, the cluster may suffer from
overhead as there is no restriction to the number
of hops a node can transmit. This consequently
results into nodal overhead, congestion and then
bottleneck during route search and hence,
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routing protocol largely depends on the value of
TTL. However, the ring search method of packet
broadcasting is what the AODV routing protocol
employs during communication. The ring search
method of packet transmission involves flooding
the entire network which also requires constant
route update among nodes. Hence, a lot of node
energy will be consumed as constant route
update is required for node location. This
problem will mitigate the lifetime of the network
and the network throughput as there will be
packet overhead and energy drainage during
route search.
Mohammad et al., (2016) designed a new
energy aware reactive routing protocol E-AODV
that addresses two network parameters i.e.
network lifetime and throughput. In order to
mitigate congestion at the input buffer of nodes,
each node in the entire network calculates their
current processing state which is the metric for
route choice. Usually if the choice of a routing
path is solely dependent on a node satisfying a
threshold value, there is a high probability of
having excess traffic on that path because a node
may be accepting too much traffic due to its
present energy which may lead to fast nodes
energy drainage. This may result into decreased
throughput and high congestion at intermediate
node which results to bottleneck. The protocol
adopts the knapsack optimization approach to
finds energy efficient route from source to
destination in which route is selected based on
network energy and input buffer traffic with the
major aim of avoiding bottleneck at intermediate
nodes which resulted into an increase in the
lifetime of the network. Simulation revealed that
the new protocol performs better than AODV.
The short coming of this work is in terms of
routing, E-AODV made use of the topology
based algorithm of traditional AODV that
demands frequent route update. Usually, this
route update depletes node energy because
network devices need to update their routing
table as topology is changes. Therefore, the
ration of packet delivery of the network will be
decreases due transmission and process delay.
Additionally, the developed protocol will suffer
from unlimited search of valid route to the
destination due to unspecified TTL or hop-limit
threshold value for data transmission. This
challenge will affect the route search time and
increase traffic overhead which will mitigate the
network lifetime and throughput.
Reena and Gupta (2014) developed an
Energy Efficient Ad Hoc Distance Vector (EE-

AODV) routing protocol. EE-AODV was used
to improve the existing AODV routing protocol
by enhancing the route request and route reply
transmission process to conserve the energy of
the nodes in the network. The developed
protocol set up a threshold value for energy of
which a transmitting node must possess before it
is considered in the routing process. The moment
the energy of a node is equal to or less than the
set threshold, the node should not be
considered as an intermediate node during
routing, except when there is no alternative
path available for routing. Results of simulation
showed that lifetime of nodes increased in EEAODV when compared to the traditional AODV.
It is good to note that the network lifetime of the
developed protocol can also be increased if the
network routing overhead is mitigated.
3 Improved Protocol: TLE--AODV
TL-AODV was developed with the major aim of
improving the network lifetime and throughput.
TL-AODV is an improvement on the existing EAODV. The developed routing protocol was
configured in such a way that routing overhead
is mitigated. The route request and route reply
forwarding strategy of E-AODV was modified
by using an efficient location based routing
protocol (eLAR). eLAR protocol was developed
by defining a hop limit value of seven. The
processes for TL-AODV development is
discussed as:
A. Development of eLAR routing protocol
1. During simulation process, a network area of
500×500 was considered. 10 to 100 number of
nodes was deployed randomly in the network.
2. The traditional LAR routing protocol was
adopted but this time, its efficiency was
increased as a hop limit or TTL maximum value
was set during simulation. An efficient TTL
value was selected iteratively from a given set of
TTL values. An average value from a particular
set is selected as the candidate TTL for control
packets at an instant. Equation 1 shows the
formula for calculating the average set of TTL
value. Table 1 shows the set of TTL values. The
development of the TTL average set is done by
using equation 1. In this work, TTLth is the same
as the maximum TTLavg.
TTLavg 
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ttla  ttlb  ttlc
3

(1)

Table 2: Average Set of TTL Values for RREQ Packet

B. Knapsack optimization problem

3:
4:

The knapsacks optimization is concerned with
finding the optimum value from a given set of
input values. The knapsack optimization is used
by nodes to evaluate their current processing
states (CS) in terms of input buffer traffic and
node energy. Each node calculates its CS and
attaches the value of its CS to the RREQ packet.
A CS threshold value of 5 joules and 2000Kbps
was used in this work. Any node CS value that
was below the threshold value was not
considered during routing. Equation 2 defines
the knapsack optimization problem.
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for j  1 to n // sets n number of packets
for S  j , 0  0

// null energy implies zero

packet
// node processing capability of packet
5: for j  1 to n // sets n number of packets
6: for E  k j   0 to E j // energy of packets is
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 j, E j 
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11: if E  k j   E j

where:
j = Current processing packet
n =Maximum number of packet
k j = Size of communication packet

End
The total energy node required to treat a packet
is given in equation 3.

E  k j  = Energy required by a node to treat k j

E k j   T k j   R k j   P k j 

(3)

size of packets

E j = Maximum energy of intermediate node
S =Value of a given parameter

where:
T k j 

The pseudo code for CS calculation based on
knapsack optimization problem is:

is the transmitting energy of node to

transmit P kbps of packets
R  k j  is the receiving energy of node to receive

// Initialization of loop
1: for E  k j   0 to E j // energy of packets is

P kbps of packets
P  k j  is the processing energy of node to

bounded by node energy
2: set S  j , E  k j    0 // for zero packet,

process P kbps of packets
j is the current processing packet





energy of packet is zero since there is no
transmission

k j is the size of communication packet
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E k j  =

Energy required by a node to treat k j

size of packets
The eLAR protocol is used to modified the
existing E-AODV routing protocol. The
knapsack optimization problem is used to
optimize the routing process of nodes to save

energy. Additionally, the eLAR protocol was
used to mitigate network overhead to maximize
network throughput and lifetime. The flowchart
for the developed routing protocol TL-AODV is
given in figure

Fig 3: Flowchart of TLE-AODV
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4 Simulation Environment
Network simulator 2 was used to evaluate the
performance of the developed routing protocol
TL-AODV over the existing E-AODV routing
protocol. Table 1 describes the simulation
parameter used in the development of TLAODV.

5 Results
5.1 Network Lifetime versus Number of Nodes
for both protocols
Figure 4 is a plot of network lifetime for
different numbers of nodes. The figure shows the
result of the performance of TL-AODV and EAODV for both throughput and network
lifetime. As used in this work, the network
lifetime is the time the first node in the network
dies due to node energy depletion. The energy
that is required by a node to process a number of
packets is given in equation 3. The CP of all
nodes is calculated from equation 2. For the two
protocols, results show that increase in the
number of nodes is directly proportional to the
network lifetime. This is due to the fact that an
increase in the number of nodes improves the
node proximity which reduces transmission
energy as node transmission range is now closer.
Also, an increase in the number of nodes in
a given network area improves the available
routing path for packets hence mitigating the
processing energy consumed by a fewer number
of nodes. Additionally, the simulation result in
the figure shows that the performance of TLEAODV outperforms E-AODV with respect to
network lifetime. This is because the network
area and TTL value for transmission of packet is
restricted. This gives better node proximity
which further reduces transmission energy.
However, the network lifetime for the TLAODV protocol dropped to about 480 seconds
when the number of nodes was 40. This is
because the network at that point experienced a
bottleneck node in its path and needed to reset its
TTL value using equation 1 in order to increase
system performance during the transmission
process.

Table 1: Simulation Parameters

Fig 4: Network Lifetime versus Number of Nodes for both protocols
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This is as a result of the fixed pause time set
during node mobility. This result helps one to
conclude that the fixed pause time give
transmitting nodes better choice for proxy
neighbor nodes to transmit packet therefore
resulting in an even distribution of energy in the
route request region of the network. The
performance of TLE-AODV was seen to be
better than E-AODV because the eLAR protocol
and the optimization algorithm used in this work
helped in mitigating network overhead and node
processing energy.

5.2 Network Lifetime versus Node Mobility for
both protocols
Figure 5 is a plot of network lifetime against
node mobility. Random way point mobility
model with a maximum node speed 50 m/s was
used during the simulation. The energy that is
required by a node to treat a number of packets
is given in equation 3. The performance of TLEAODV and E-AODV was compared and it was
observed that an increase in the speed of the
node leads to a corresponding increase in the
network lifetime. Simulation results show that
the network lifetime is shorter for a low node
speed than at a high node speed.

Fig 5: Network Lifetime versus Node Mobility for both protocols
Usually, increase in node speed during
packet transmission would lead to packet loss
due to the possibility of having bottleneck nodes
in the network or link breakage. However, both
approaches ensure that all nodes in the whole
network calculate their current processing state
(CP) which helps in mitigating packet drop. This
figure shows that the TLE-AODV protocol
outperform the E-AODV routing protocol. This
is because of the TTL threshold value that
defines a limit on the number of hops a packet
should transit before reaching its destination and
the creation of a route request zone.

5.3 Throughput versus Node Mobility for both
protocols
Figure 6 is a plot of throughput against node
mobility for TLE-AODV and E-AODV. The
throughput was simulated for maximum node
speed of 50m/s. Simulation results for both
protocols shows that an increases in node speed
leads to increase in network throughput . This is
due to the increase in node speed at fixed pause
time which implies that a wider network area
would be covered at the same period hence
ensuring a fast packet delivery to the destination.
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Fig 6: Throughput versus Node Mobility for both Protocols
This is as a result of a reduced transmission
area which entails lower network overhead that
reduces packet drops. Also, due to the TTL
threshold value that was set, it limits the number
of hops a packet can transit within the route
request zone. At simulation time 0 to 60s, the EAODV has better throughput than the TLEAODV. This is because of the computational
delay experienced by TLE-AODV in evaluating
the route request zone and the expected zone. It
was observed that at simulation time greather
than 60s, the TLE-AODV performs better due to
the added ability to mitigate the occurrence of
bottleneck node during packet transmission. At
80 seconds, intermediate bottleneck node occurs
and the throughput of E-AODV begins to
depreciate.

5.4 Throughput versus Simulation Time for
both protocols
Figure 7 shows the result of the performance of
E-AODV and TLE-AODV in terms of
throughput against simulation time. The
throughput of the network was tested at
simulation time ranging from 0 to 180 seconds.
It was observed that as the simulation time
increases, the throughput of the network
improves. This is because each node calculates
its current processing state (CP) in terms of
buffer size and energy in order to avoid
bottleneck nodes during packet forwarding. It
was observed from the plot that the performance
of TLE-AODV is better than the E-AODV
approach.

Fig 7: Throughput versus Simulation Time for both protocols
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6 Conclusion
An optimization method for improving
throughput and lifetime of energy aware
MANET is presented. The performances of two
routing protocols (E-AODV and TLE-AODV)
were compared. Simulation results shows that
TLE-AODV outperform the E-AODV protocol.
The developed TLE-AODV protocol route
control packets was based on eLAR protocol.
The problem of choosing efficient route was
modeled as a knapsack optimization problem.
Results obtained from simulation showed that
TLE-AODV improved throughput by 2.9% as a
function of simulation time and 3.7% as a
function of node mobility over the E-AODV
protocol. Also, TLE-AODV improved the
network lifetime by 2.3% as a function of the
number of nodes and 4.9% as a function of node
mobility over the E-AODV protocol.
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ABSTRACT
Purpose: The paper proposes a framework for
modeling influential bloggers on the web by
studying the blogosphere for additional parameters
that can be used in identifying influential blogger.
Design/Methodology/Approach: The paper uses
social proof, mining comments, and emerging
topics in the blogosphere to design a new model for
identifying influential bloggers in the blogosphere.
Findings: The new model is more accurate than
the previous models used in identifying influential
blogger on the web.
Research limitations/implications: This paper
only designed a framework for identifying
influential bloggers based on the newly introduced
parameters. The framework has not been tested, but
once having a positive outcome from a future test,
it would be useful in identifying influential
bloggers in the blogosphere. Also, it would give the
opportunity to study social interaction provided by
the blogosphere since blogs offer a system to
express feelings, realities, and beliefs.
Practical implications: Since bloggers can be
connected in a virtual community, the
identification of the influential bloggers can yield
personal,
social,
business
and
political
opportunities.
Originality/value: This study is the first to
propose a model that uses social proof, mining
comment, and budding topic to identify influential
bloggers in a blogosphere.
Keywords: Blogosphere, Blog, Social network,
Framework, Modeling
Paper Type: Research Paper.
1 Introduction
The Web is relentlessly evolving into a highly
collaborative way of interaction. This is possible
because the old un-instructive Web, called Web
1.0, has been replaced by Web 2.0 with the novel,

collaborative facilities with a common feature of
dynamic content. The new development on the
Internet came with the characteristics of social and
participatory services that not only allowed the
users to obtain information but expands and
deepens the existing content by creating and
providing labels or tags, which make the prior
information users become information makers
(Agarwal et al, 2012). According to Akritidis et al.
(2009), Web 2.0 has steered the creation of virtual
communities, where users share their opinions,
knowledge, media content and even their ideas
(Akritidis et al., 2009). Blog, YouTube, Twitter,
Flickr, Bookmarks sharing, forum, wikis, and many
others are examples of Web 2.0.
Blogosphere accommodates both individual
and community blog sites which are multiauthored. The former allows one author to create
blog posts and many readers to read and comment
on the posts but are not allowed to create new
entries. Several authors are allowed to create blog
posts and comments in community blog sites, but
only registered members can author blog posts and
readers are allowed to comment. The blogosphere
continues to grow speedily with people’s special
interests in the world of the blogosphere (Agarwal
et al., 2012).
What makes bloggers influential is the ability
to author an instructive article that is outstanding;
these articles showcase the influential bloggers.
Communities are often interested to know the
influential bloggers so as to be current in events
and ideas. Marketers and politicians are also
interested because connecting to them can yield
business and political gains. Paying attention to
influential bloggers can enlighten organisations of
the community’s key concerns, trends and issues
which can be turned into opportunities. The
influential bloggers can act as unofficial
spokespersons for their virtual communities.
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It has therefore been of interest to determine
whether a blogger has a significant influence on
readers who are fellow bloggers or whether he or
she is in the main a follower and reader (Agarwal
et al., 2008).
Researchers have sought to identify influential
bloggers as well as influential blog sites. Many
researchers have tried to create models that can be
used to identify influential blog sites in the
blogosphere and study their influence within the
blogosphere and on the external world (Gill, 2004).
This paper presents a framework for finding
influential bloggers on the web using social proof,
mining comments, and emerging or current topics
in the social media. The rest of the paper will
present (a) existing models, (b) proposed model
and discussion, and (c) conclusion.
2. Existing Models
Bloggers maintain a blog space in web blog
community and on the blogosphere by sending
multiple posts from time to time. In this section,
the paper discusses new influential factors used in
the new model by explaining the framework and
procedure used for identifying influential bloggers.
The model calculates the influential score in every
post for each blogger using I-index (Influence
index) from the scores obtained in the post. As
shown in Figures 1 and 2 from Engadget web blog
community, the post shows one of its blog posts.
The figures consist of the author’s name, date of
post, title, post body, comments, and social proof
(number of f-share, twitter shares, in share, pin it)
as highlighted.

Figure 1: Blog post with all parameters used

Figure 2: Blog post with comments

Figure 3: Cropped social proof from a blog post
Social proof is an emotional miracle by which
people adopt the actions of others in an effort to
imitate correct behavior for a given situation. This
is also known as an informational social influence.
Smart marketers use social proof as a marketing
strategy or an approach for easing the minds of
worried customers. This system of arousing people
awareness will always be productive since
customers are more informed all the time. Even
before speaking with a salesperson, customers
often already know a lot about the business of the
salesperson because they have the internet at their
fingertips.
Almost all the existing models use comments
as one of the parameters in measuring the influence
of a blogger but they fail to weigh the comments
based on their nature thus introducing bias in their
evaluation of these comments.
The bias is
heightened by the fact that they measure the
quantity of the comments without taking into
consideration that some comments may be more
positive than others and yet others may be
completely irrelevant to the topic of discussion.
Some commenters may agree with the
blogger’s idea, some may be neutral and others
may disagree. In order to get the true nature of the
influence of a blogger based on comments, this
study measures the comments of a blog post using
positive, negative and neutral values on each
comment, thus trying to reflect the mind of each
commenter.
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3 Proposed Model and Discussion
Incoming links are strong evidence that a blog post
has influence among other blog posts. Another
strong influence of a blog post is the number of
comments received and it shows a significant
notice by the community. This is the way
commenters express their opinion on the blogger
post, though these commenters will either agree or
disagree with the author’s idea.
The use of other people’s ideas to support a
blogger’s idea is called outlinks, as shown in
Influence Flow Method (Agarwal et al., 2008).
This factor can work against the influence of a
blogger and against the novelty of the post
(Agarwal et al., 2008). Another strong influence
factor is the temporal (time) aspect of a blog post
since a blog post that has a significant impact today
may not be relevant or influential after a few
months. This study has not considered the length of
a post as a parameter since the length of any post is
not relevant in as much as the post’s content is of
good quality.
Since bloggers keep up-to-date news, Glance
et al. (2005) focused on identifying buzz and
extract opinions from the blog and also regular
discussions on new trends before they peak
(Glance et al., 2005). Lloyd et al. (2005) study
similar trends in blog RSS intelligence supplies and
a system designed for high-speed analysis of the
online text.
Since blogs are topical in nature, new topics
always emerge and their link structures tirelessly
advance (Kumar et al., 1999; Kempe et al., 2003).
Kumar et al. (2003) study word burst models on the
blogosphere and community structure. Due to the
tendency of the bloggers to topically interlink with
posts on other blogs site, the community structure
is created in the blogosphere. A continual and rapid
increase in size on the part of the blogosphere was
identified by the study.
Finally, this paper considered the use of social
proof, mining comment, emerging or current topics
in the social media and length time of a blog post,
which is of importance to a blog post as new
influential factors. The newly introduced
parameters also have direct influence as inlinks and
comments of a blog post.

Table 1: Metrics used in the framework
Symbol
Meaning
Influence of Blogger j’s at instance t
It
Blog post of Blogger j’s
BP(j)
The post i of Blogger j’s
nj i
The ith blog of the blogger j Social
Spji
proof count.
j
The blog post i comments of blogger
Ci
j.
The blog post i inlinks of blogger j.
R ji
The blogger i influence issued
Inf(bc)
comment c.
SF(bc,x) It measures the opinion of blogger bc
on comment x.
Total comments of the blogger bc
TC(bc)
Time variable
T
The post i time stamp of blogger j
tji,p
The post x time stamp referring to
tjx,l
blogger j
j
The time stamp of comment x’s on
t x,c
the post of blogger j.
Living time length score of t of blog
tb
site b
The relevant weight of bloggers to a
topic t
The number of messages of topic t by
blogger j and inlinked by blogger i
The number of messages from
blogger j by blogger i
Social proof is an impression that users will
adjust, adapt and change their behavior according
to what other people are doing. This always
happens for examples when someone sees a queue
of people wait to eat at a restaurant or photo of a
person drinking a new brand of certain soft drink; it
helps in promoting the value and quality of a
product.
Social media has ways of delivering different
types of social proofs. Facebook widgets show
“like”s other Facebook friends, Twitter shows
people you follow and those that follow you, and
different ways by which companies offer rewards
for referring others to their brand are examples of
using social proof.
The buttons showing a number of shares on a
blog post is another method of social proof. It gives
more credibility if the user sees that a blog post
was shared a lot on the social network.
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An Internet user often checks the number of
visitors before reading news, personal profile and
random articles (fb-likes, G+1s, twitter, pin,
Instagram) and sharing (pin, G+1, pin, Facebook).
This is done to the natural idea of current trending
in the society. Social proof hit, share and likes are
used as a parameter in the framework since both
likes and sharing on social media is an indication
of approval or interest of the content read by the act
of clicking.
Sharing on social media like Twitter or
Facebook show vote and support of what is read on
the web content. The same applies to a blog post
where the number of likes and views can be used as
a direct influence. Inlinks of a blog post is similarly
used. Furthermore, the shares and votes capturing
help to calculate the acceptance and support
received by web content at any point in time. The
paper combined social proof, like and shares to
avoid overfitting error that can arise. Therefore,
given social proof count
Sp-score of blogger j
for a blog i at time t is given by:
(1)
,
are constants with the values 1, 86400
respectively. The time difference between recent
and publication date is
of the post in
seconds. Wsp is the weight factor whose value is 5.

Information propagation research was inspired
by diverse work in the areas of model topic
propagation. As pointed out in Gruhl et al. this can
be applied since a blogger is prone to talk about a
topic h/she has knowledge of (Gruhl et al., 2004).
Expectation maximization algorithm is used to
predict the likelihood of a blogger links to another
blogger. To categorize topics into subtopics, the
study examines the existing dataset and describes a
method to categorize them. This happens through
the social network of the blogger and some topics
are more infectious than others. Emerging topics
can also be used as a parameter in identifying
influential blogger.
To find different patterns by which the
collection of a blog about the topic fall, the paper
first identifies the set of blogs that revolved about
the same topic. The topic is then divided into
subtopics by assuming that the topics are mostly
composed of a union of conversations. The
subtopic flow is largely determined by decisions of
a blogger on the blog post.
The sensitivity of a blogger writing an
interesting post can provide a better insightful
influence of a blogger based on topical weight. The
number of inlinks received by a blogger from other
bloggers and the topical diversity contained on his
posts is directly the topical influence of a blog’s
comment. The topical audience reached by a post is
proportional to the inlink a post generates. This
also applies to an entity of a blog post.
Let i, k, and j be a set of triples in IT, it is the
inlink connection between blogger i and blogger j
through post k. The i and j is the inlink relationship
to a topical relevance to a given topic t.
Given i and j, as the inlink association, the
topical relevance of this pair of bloggers to a topic t
is defined as:
(2)
Where the number of messages of topic t
written by blogger j and inlinked by blogger i
is
; and the number of messages from blogger
j inlinked by blogger i is
.
The more inlink a blogger i posts from blogger
j about a topic t, the higher the relevance of blogger
j to the topic. These results in a higher influence on
i, equivalent to a higher rank awarded from blogger
i to blogger j.

Figure 4: Algorithm for social proof influence
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Figure 6: Algorithm for comment influence
Figure5: Algorithm for topical influence
Cai & Chen (2010) consider the activity
generated by comments which are the Post-Reply
relationship by a blog post. These comments are
always surrounded by essential and important
information within them, depending on each
commenter; each has a different impact power with
a diverse influence. The tone of each comment
depends on the commenter on each topic. It might
be from an expert, a general blogger or even a
normal user.
Each comment has to be treated differently in
order to ascertain its influences on a blog post.
Since each commenter and blogger sees a blog post
differently, their comments should be treated
differently. Each comment can be positive,
negative or neutral depending on the commenter;
measuring each comment based on this concept can
affect the post influence among bloggers. To find
the consent for each post
is the comments on
the blog post for each comment x.
The information is used to find the comment
score achieved by the blog post. Due to the
dynamic nature of the blog post, each comment is
associated with a time stamp. For a set of
comments received by a blog
the score of
comment for the ith post of blogger j is as follows:
(3)
Wc is the weight factor whose value is 8.

Influence-index (I-index) score is finally calculated
as follows:
(4)
The inlink score received by blog post i of blogger
j is
(Leonidas, Dimitrios, & Panayiotis,
2009),
(5)
The weight factor of the inlink is Wl whose value is
75.
For all blog posts using equation 4, the
model
assigns Blogger j I-index at a given
instance t equal to

if and only if

blogger j has got a score >=

blog posts of
and remaining

posts got a score < .
4 Conclusion
Social media has become an important part of life.
Blogs allow everyone to easily publish content
online. This was one of the first social media types
on the Internet that allows social media interaction.
Blogs have come to be a possible way that new
information, knowledge, and ideas can be spread
speedily on the Internet. Observing and following
influential bloggers on the web and their ideas,
thoughts, opinions, feelings, sentiments, and views
in a community can, therefore, have significant
applications in the realm of politics, academics,
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technology, public relations and product marketing
etc.
In politics, for instance, blogs can be used to
affect the voting behavior of individuals, hence
political parties use them to influence and benefit
their vote bank and forge their political agenda.
The reliable algorithmic detection of an influential
blogger is still an open issue. In this paper,
therefore, a framework model has been developed
to identify influential bloggers by introduced new
parameters and algorithms to be applied to the
blogosphere.
The paper identifies the collectible statistics in
the blogosphere that can be used to calculate a
blogger’s influence. It also defines and formulates
the influence of a blogger in terms of the new
parameters. Therefore, it proposes a framework (Iindex) that may be used to calculate the influence
score of each blogger. The proposed framework
will advance to future test to deal with many new
needs arising from the real world of blogging.
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ABSTRACT
Purpose: The purpose of this research is to
compare the performance of Bat and Genetic
Algorithm for the optimal conductor selection in
radial distribution system for power loss
minimization and voltage profile enhancement.
Design/Methodology/Approach: The power flow
model based on the load current, Bus Injected to
Branch Current (BIBC), and Branch Current to Bus
Voltage (BCBV) matrices was developed in
MATLAB 2013b environment to compute the
objective function. The implemented algorithms
were validated on standard IEEE 33-bus radial
distribution network, and tested on a 62-bus
practical radial distribution network in Kaduna
State Nigeria.
Findings: The simulation results show that using
Genetic Algorithm (GA) for an unbalanced
distribution network, such as the one used in the
case study, there is a reduced power loss of 19% and
a voltage improvement of 1.3%. Using Bat
Algorithm (BA), the reduced power loss is 26%
with a voltage profile improvement of 1.9% when
compared to the results of the network base-case.
Research Limitation: The limitation of this
research work is that it did not consider other IEEE
bus systems like IEEE 4-bus and 62-bus systems.
Originality/Value: The contribution of this
research work is the use of BIBC and BCBV load
flow analysis on BA and GA for the optimal
conductor selection in IEEE 33-bus system and 62bus system. The use has never been tested. The
research findings contributes positively to the
management of IEEE 33-bus radial distribution
network.

1 Introduction
Distribution system captures a pertinent position in
the power system as an important point of link
between the bulk power and the consumers.
Planning of the radial distribution network is
effectively required to meet the present daily
growing commercial, industrial and domestic loads.
Optimal conductor selection is one of the most
essential steps in planning and optimization of
distribution networks. Conductor selection has been
employed as one of the loss reduction techniques in
distribution networks with overhead lines (Farahani
et al., 2013). Dynamic programming approach was
used in solving the problem of conductor size
selection (Gherbi et al., 2014).
The models were presented to represent
voltage regulation, energy loss and feeder cost as a
function of a conductor cross-section. In the
research by Gherbi et al. (2014), a meta-heuristic
optimization was proposed to solve optimal
conductor selection. The objective was to minimize
the overall cost of annual energy losses and
depreciation on the cost of conductors and
reliability in order to improve productivity, thereby
considering the acceptable voltage level and
maximum current carrying capacity. In Machowski
et al. (2011) presented a method based on Modified
Differential Evolution Algorithm (mDEA)
considering the effect of load growth. The method
considered the limitation in current carrying
capacity of conductors and also the limit of
allowable voltage drop for nodes.
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Analytical and Genetic algorithm method for
optimal conductor selection was also presented by
Yang (2010). The objective was to minimize both
real and reactive power losses in the system, and
also to maximize the total saving in cost of
conducting material while maintaining the
acceptable voltage levels. The application of
selective particle swarm optimization (SPSO) for
optimal capacitor placement and conductor sizing
was presented in Legha et al., (2015).
The objective function was formulated to
minimize total cost of the investment and losses,
with constraints on bus voltages limits and the
maximum allowable current for each selected
conductor. However, in most of these studies, the
objective of voltage optimization has not been
considered as part of the formulation of the
optimization process or in the multi-objective
problem.
In this paper, BA and GA are used for optimal
conductor selection in radial distribution networks
with the objective of reducing power loss, and
improving the voltage profile. Thus, the study is
based on multi-objective formulation that
comprises of a reduction of power loss and an
improvement in the voltage profile indices. This
will result in trade-off solutions that allow the
selection of an optimized design in line with the
planner preference.
BA has shown excellent results and often
outperformed other optimization algorithms
because it possesses advantages from three different
algorithms, which are particle swarm, harmony
search and simulated annealing (Kalesar, 2014).
This algorithm is reported for the first time for
optimal conductor selection optimization problem
in this study.
Minimization of system power losses has a
positive impact on relieving the network feeders,
improving the voltage profile, and reducing the
voltage drop, while the minimization of voltage
deviation enhances the network voltage profile at
the expense of less but significant power loss
reduction for the network (Thenepalle, 2011). The
effectiveness of the proposed techniques is tested
on a standard 33-bus benchmarking network and a
practical 62-bus radial distribution network.

conventional power flow techniques are the GaussSeidel iterative method and the Newton Raphson
method. These techniques serve as powerful tools
for power flow analysis and simulation. Meanwhile
these techniques, in most cases, fail to converge
when used for distribution systems power flow.
The distribution networks have some special
features such as multi-phase and unbalanced
operation, unbalanced distributed load, high X/R
ratio, dynamic nature of connected loads and
distributed generation. These features make it fall in
the category of ill-condition (Khalil & Gorpinich,
2012).
The above reason shows that the Newton
Raphson and other transmission system algorithms
do not perform well on the distribution network. For
a balanced radial distribution network, line shunt
capacitances are neglected due to their negligible
values. The distribution power flow involves
finding all the node voltages. From these voltages,
it is possible to calculate the current directly, system
losses, power flows, and other steady state
quantities (Khalil & Gorpinich, 2012).
Hence, a network topology based analysis is
used in this paper in order to determine total power
loss, voltage profile of the radial distribution system
under a balanced operating condition employing a
constant power model.
3 Objective Function
The main objective of this study is to find the
optimal conductor, and to reduce the total real
power loss and also the voltage deviation in radial
distribution network (Khalil & Gorpinich, 2012).
Thus, the objective of power loss is given by (Khalil
& Gorpinich, 2012):
2

Piloss   I Bi  *   Zi 

(1)

and the objective function f ( obj ) to be optimized can
be written as (Khalil & Gorpinich, 2012):
Minimize ( Pl )

(2)

Power losses in conductors are directly proportional
to the branch current and resistance. The branch
current can be separated to active and reactive
components. The losses produced by reactive
current can be reduced by the installation of shunt
capacitors. However, the active power loss can be
reduced by decreasing the branch resistance (Topal
et al., 2015). Thus, emphasizing the importance of

2 Power Flow Analysis
In a distribution network, there are various methods
for solving power flow analysis. The most common
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optimal conductor selection in the planning of
distribution network.
A voltage optimization objective is defined by
the sum of the squared error voltage equation
(Gherbi et al., 2014). This error voltage is the
difference between busi voltage and the nominal
voltage (in this study a value 1.0 p.u is used as the
nominal value) (Singh & Ghose, 2013):
f v (obj ) 

 V  V 
n

i

2

organisms. The optimization algorithms which are
inspired by intelligent behavior of bats are among
the most recently introduced techniques.
BA has been successfully applied to different
types of problem; Economic dispatch problem
using BA (Gherbi et al., 2014); and Optimal
Placement and Sizing of DGs in radial distribution
system (RDS) using BA (Kalesar, 2014).
BA converged very quickly due to simple
evolution process. BA has a better capability to
balance the global exploration and the local
exploitation during the search process using
randomization (Gherbi et al., 2014). Bats hunting
strategies can be idealized based on the following
rules (Musa et al., 2013):
i. All bats use echolocation to sense
distance, and they also ‘know’ the
difference between food/prey and
background barriers in some magical
way.
ii. Bats fly randomly with velocity vi at
position xi with a fixed frequency fmin ,
varying wavelength 𝜆 and loudness Ao to
search for prey. They can automatically
adjust the wavelength (or frequency) of
their emitted pulses and adjust the rate of
pulse emission r in the range of [0, 1],
depending on the proximity of their target.
iii. Although the loudness can vary in many
ways, it is assumed that the loudness
varies from a large (positive) Ao to a
minimum constant value Amin .
From the above rules, the BA steps can be
summarized in the rest of this section.

(3)

n ,i

i 1

The above problem formulation is subject to
the power, voltage and current constraints. For the
multi-objective
optimization
problem,
the
aggregated objective function f ( obj ) , can then be
written as (Khalil & Gorpinich, 2012):
f obj   Mink1

  I  
Bi

i l

2

N

b
2

  Zi    k2 Vi  Vn,i 

i l



(4)

The first part of Equation (4) represents the
objective of power loss reduction, while the second
part describes the objective of voltage optimization.
The values k1 and k2 represen the weighting
functions whose values must sum to unity. These
weights are indicated to give the corresponding
importance to each of the aggregate objectives for
the optimized conductor selection. The nominal
voltage of the circuit is given as Vn (Khalil &
Gorpinich, 2012).
Equations (5), and (6) show the voltage, line
current and number of buses constraint respectively
(Singh & Ghose, 2013):
Vi

min

 Vi  Vi

I ij  I ij

max

max

min

(5)
(6)

4.1 Movement of Virtual
The rules are defined on how their position xi and

max

Where Vi and Vi
are the lower and the
upper bounds on the voltage magnitude at bus i.
Iij is the current between buses i and j. Iijmax is
the maximum allowable line current flow in branch
ij.
The load flow problem was calculated using
BIBC-BCBV power flow techniques interfaced
with MATLAB 2013b environment (Jain et al.,
2014).

velocities

vi in d-dimensional search space are
t

t

updated. The new solution xi and vi at time step t
are given by (Gherbi et al., 2014):
(7)
fi  fmin   fmax  fmax  





vit  vit 1  xit  x fi

(8)

xit  xit 1  vit

(9)

 ϵ [0,1] is a random vector drawn
from a uniform distribution, and x is the current

4 Bat Algorithm (BA)
In the past two decades, many meta-heuristic
algorithms have been applied to solve global
optimization problems. These algorithms are
inspired from the behavior of a group of social

Where

global best location (solution) which is located after
comparing all the solutions among all the n bats. As
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the product i fi is the velocity increment,

Step 1: Read the genetic data along with system
load, line and conductor data
a. Read objective function constants in equation (4).
b. Read 𝑉𝑚𝑖𝑛 , kVab, kVb.
c. Read the genetic operator values (population size,
Pe, Pc, Pm, etc)
Step 2: Initialization of population.
Step 3: Set the iteration count to „1‟.
Step 4: Set chromosome count equal to „1‟.
Step 5: Decode the chromosomes of the population
and determine the conductor number from the
normalized form.
Step 6: Run the BIBC and BCBV load flow
method.
Step 7: Calculate the objective function.
Step 8: Calculate the fitness value of the
chromosome, using the formula Fit[w] =1.0/
(1+0.005*obj[w]);
Where w is chromosome count.
Step 9: Repeat the procedure from step no.5 until
chromosome count greater than population size.
Step 10: Sort the chromosomes and all their related
data in the ascending order of fitness.
Step 11: Calculate the error (Fit [1]-Fit [PS]).
Step 12: Check if the error is less than 0.0001 &
check whether voltage and constraints are satisfied,
if yes go to 17.
Step 13: Now copy the Pe % (ei) chromosomes of
old population to new population starting from the
best ones from the top.
Step 14: Now perform crossover and mutation
operators respectively for generating remaining
chromosomes.
Step 15: Now, replace old population with new
population.
Step 16: Increment iteration count. If iteration
count less than max. count, go to 4, else go to 18.
Step 17: Print the message “problem is
converged”. Print the total real power loss reactive
power loss, converged voltages.
Step 18: Print the message “maximum number of
iterations has reached, yet the problem has not
converged”.

f i (or

i ) can either be used to adjust the velocity change
while fixing the other factor i (or f i ).
4.2 Local Search Method
If the solution is selected among the current best
solutions, a new solution for each bat is generated
locally using a local random walk (Musa et al.,
2013):
xnew  xold   At
(10)
Where  [-1,1] is a random number, while At  <
Ait > is the average loudness of all the bats at this
time step.
4.3 Loudness and Pulse Emission Rate
According to the general rule loudness Ai and ri
pulse emission rate must be updated as iterations
proceed. As the loudness usually decreases once a
bat has found its prey, while the rate of pulse
emission increases, the loudness can be chosen as
any value of convenience. For simplicity, we can
also use Ao  1 and, Amin  0 assuming Amin  0
means that a bat has just found the prey and
temporarily stop emitting any sound (Gherbi et al.,
2014):

Ait 1   Ait , rit 1  ri0 [1  exp( t)]
t
i

(11)

t 1
i

Where A and A
are the previous and
updated values of the loudness,  and  are
t 1

constant and ri
is the pulse rate.
Figure 1 shows the flow chart of the
implemented BA on conductor selection in radial
distribution network (RDN) for power loss
minimization and voltage profile improvement.
5 Genetic Algorithm (GA)
The detailed algorithm to determine conductor
selection is given below (Kalesar, 2014; Legha et
al., 2015; Thenepalle, 2011).
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Start

R u n s ys te m
(lin e d a ta , b u s d a ta e tc )

If

No

rand>ri

R u n B a s e c a s e d is trib u tio n

Generate a local solution around

lo a d f lo w a n d d e te r m in e
th e lo s s e s a n d v o lta g e

best solution using equition 2.11

Evaluate new fitness values
Fnew & Generate a random number (rand)

Id e n tify th e c a n d id a te
b ra n c h e s fo r s e le c tio n

If
(Fnew  Fitness(i))

S e t lo w e r a n d u p p e r b o u n d s
f o r t h e c o n s t r a i n t s , B a t a lg o r i t h m
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ite ra tio n

No

B est= cu rren t b est

&(rand  Ai )
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in c re a s e ri a n d re d u c e A i

Initialisea randombat population xifor
different coductors typesandnumber of branches

U p d a te c u rre n t

within their lower andupper bounds

b e s t s o lu tio n

Generatenewsolution byadjustingfi
andupdating velocitiesandlocationsof
solution usingequation(2.8)(2.9)and(2.10)

Ite r= ite r+ 1

A

If
Evaluate the fitness function

iter<iter max

according to the objective function

A

for each bat location

No
Stop

Generate a random number (rand)

Figure 1: Flow Chart of the Proposed BA for Optimal Conductor Selection
6 Case Study
Figure 2 is the single line representation of 33-bus
IEEE standard Radial distribution network (RDN).
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Table 1: Properties of the Conductors
Type
𝐶𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑅
𝑋
𝐴
[𝐴]
[𝛺
[𝛺
[𝑚𝑚]2
/𝑘𝑚]
/𝑘𝑚]
Rabbit
0.12
0.097
181
61.70
Ant
0.2765 0.3610
152
50
Beetle
0.2780 0.2430
192
100
Homet
0.186
0.164
212
150
A radial distribution system has several
branches. When these branches are re-conductored,
it alters the flow of power and it changes the
resulting power losses and voltage profile. The reconductored branches required capital investment.
The proposed algorithm is to select the best
conductor type for each branch of the system, such
that the resulting radial distribution system requires
the least minimum power losses and best voltage
profile.
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Figure 2: Single Line Diagram of IEEE 33- Bus
System
In this study, a 62 bus Rabah Road Feeder
Kaduna Radial Distribution Network is considered
as case study. Its single line diagram is given in
figure 3.
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6.1 System Data
The details of 62 bus system data is given as
(Ramamoorthy, 2014):
Name of the feeder: Rabah Road
Name of the substation to which it is
connected: Kaduna North
No. of buses = 62
No. of lines = 61
Slack bus no. = 01
Tolerance = 0.001
Base KV = 11
Base KVA = 100
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7 Results and Discussions
The efficiency of BA is validated on the standard
IEEE 33-bus radial distribution network and its
results compared with the results obtained by
conventional GA techniques. In addition, the
proposed techniques are considered for
implementation on a practical 62-bus Rabah Road
feeder radial distribution network in Kaduna.
The single line diagram for IEEE 33-Bus
network and the proposed 62-Bus radial distribution
systems are shown in Figures 2 and 3 respectively.
Length of all branches is considered to be equal to
1000m for IEEE 33-Bus RDN, while for the
proposed practical 62-Bus the length of each branch
is as given in the load data (Ramamoorthy, 2014).
In both networks, two different cases were
considered for analysis:

53

47

Figure 3: Single Line Diagram of 62-Bus Rabah
Road Feeder Kaduna RDN
The proposed method is applied to practical
radial distribution system as shown in figure 3.
The line and load data for 62 buses practical
radial distribution system is given in
Ramamoorthy’s (2014) paper. For the optimization
of branch conductor, four types of different
conductors are used. The electrical properties of
conductors are given in table 1. The minimum
voltage for GA and BA is taken as Vmin = 0.9695
and 0.9736 pu.
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Case I: Before optimal conductor selection (Basecase).
Case II: After optimal conductor selection.

For the 33-Bus IEEE standard RDN using case I and
II, the details of power loss and voltage profile are
given in table 2.

Table 2: Summary of Simulation Results for IEEE 33-Bus RDN using Case I and II
Performance Index
Case I
Case II
GA
BA
Minimum Voltage (p.u)
0.9068
0.9738
0.9777
Voltage Profile Improvement (%)
6.6
7.2
Overall Active Power Loss (kW)
210.4251 58.5118 53.7895
Percentage Reduction in Active Power Loss (%)
69
74
Overall Reactive Power Loss (kVAr)
135.8275 50.1801 43.4729
Percentage Reduction in Reactive Power Loss (%)
57
68
Figures 4 and 5 are the representation of
voltage profile improvement and convergence
characteristics of power losses for cases I and II.
1.1

BA after optimisation
GA after optimisation
68

Minimum bus voltage
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GA after optimisation
BA after optimisation
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Figure 5: Convergence Characteristics of a
Power Loss for IEEE 33-Bus RDN
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For the 62-Bus Rabah Road Feeder Kaduna
RDN using case I and II, the details of power loss
and voltage profile is given in table 3.

Figure 4: Voltage Profile Improvement for
IEEE 33-Bus RDN Using Case I and II

Table 3: Summary of Simulation Results for 62-Bus RDN using Case I and II
Performance Index
Case I
Case II
GA
BA
Minimum Voltage (p.u)
0.9557
0.9695
0.9736
Voltage Profile Improvement (%)
1.3
1.9
Overall Active Power Loss (kW)
193.7093 156.9747 42.9568
Percentage Reduction in Active Power Loss (%)
19
26
Overall Reactive Power Loss (kVAr)
330.7911 133.6448 115.5586
Percentage Reduction in Reactive Power Loss (%)
58
65
Figure 6 is the representation of voltage profile
improvement of power losses for cases I and II
using GA and BA. The green line represent the GA,
while the blue line represent BA
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compared to GA. The results obtained by BA are
quite promising and hence this method is very
powerful in finding the solutions for conductor
selection problems. Simulations were carried out in
MATLAB 2013b environment.

1.1
Minimum bus voltage
Maximum bus Voltage
Base Case
BA after Optimisation
GA after Optimisation

1.05

Voltage (p.u)

1
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8 Conclusion
This paper proposed the application of BA and GA
for optimal conductor selection in radial
distribution networks for power loss minimization
and voltage profile improvement.
The aggregate objectives function comprising
of total active power loss and network bus voltage
deviation was formulated and used in the BA and
GA. The proposed technique efficiency and
applicability was implemented on standard IEEE
33-bus radial distribution network before being
implemented on the practical 62-bus Rabah Feeder
6 in Kaduna North distribution network. The results
obtained by BA and GA was compared. It is
observed that BA yields better results when
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